
Intro: 
 

Hi, I’m Erica, I’m 28 And I am a wealth builder. Full disclaimer I have been building 
wealth for only 3 years but trading and investing in stocks for only 1 lol right lol so 
We can learn together. In the year I’ve made around 10k-15k in the stock market 
and in this course, I will share exactly how!!  
 
I am not a financial advisor, so therefore, step one on this journey is the most 
important, you may find better strategies for you. I am just sharing what worked 
for me and I am still learning! 
 
1. RESEARCH WITH THIS VERY MUCH IMPORTANT (Investopedia, td courses, 
YouTuber courses, wicks don’t lie, ziptrader, black girl stocks) This is the most 
important step! When it comes to stocks, I low key just hopped right in without 
much education on what to buy, but I did pick a sector to research (energy/gas) 
then invested! I am currently learning how to trade options, and that is something 
you really need to research and learn before diving into. So, research so you feel 
very confident in what you’re doing and what your money is doing.  
2. Patience!!!!! With options, they expire so cut your losses but most times, 
with stocks, you can hold till it recovers. This is what most people don’t tell you! I 
have helped all of my losses until they recovered and received small gains every 
time, I was wrong. So, start with stocks for sure, watch it and learn the patterns 
and you’ll be fine. 
3. Track percentage drops on successful stocks/ buy on the dips!!! Too tier 
system! Here is the secret! Before I really started, tracking stock patterns, thanks 
to covid the stock market was on sale. Therefore, I knew from my research, that 
on average the stock market gains are 10%. So that’s what I was shooting for at 
least. I looked at stocks that were cheap ish (20 dollars and lower really), still well-
known companies (Oil, energy, banks, airlines, cruises), the lastly, when I was 
ready to buy, I picked stocks that were down -10% or more. I would buy 10-15 
stocks to diversify and then when they went back up ten percent, CASHED OUT. 
That is when I realized, I was a trader because I could never hold my gains, I 
always sold them, then reinvested more the next time! 
4. Check trends: Most sectors move together. So, if you’re trading airline 
stocks, and all of them are going up, but delta is going down, don’t invest in delta 
and/or see why it’s going down. Technology stocks, 5g stocks, and crypto were all 
on up trends since physical stores were hurt by covid. A lot of it is just common 



since pop culture, but the better you get at investing or the more money you 
want to put in, you will research more on the trends. 
5. Partials on Robinhood!!! The ultimate cheat codes!!!! When I started, I 
wanted to buy amazon, tesla, etc, but they were just out of my price range. Now, 
we have been blessed with partial shares, so you can buy $300 of amazon and 
own a partial share. You can own $5 of tesla! You can learn and trade all the big 
boys without a big boy budget!!!! 
6. Indicators: I use more with options trading, but they help with stocks too. 
My favorite ones are MACD, RSI, and moving averages. Moving averages, are the 
best for trading stocks 
7. Support and resistance: Bounceeee life!! This was my favorite tragedy, and 
it was pretty much 80% accurate, when I was patient and followed my trading 
rules. 
 
 
 
Those are the 7 things you need to trade and make that money in the stock 
market right now, stress free, with little money!! 
 
1-5 really being the most important!! If you enjoyed this intro, check out the rest 
of the course where I will screen share my trading platforms, who you how to 
read charts, and how to use and set up indicators! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


